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Spot the Diff - A brand new game available now on both Apple and Android
Published on 10/26/15
UK based Dazzler Games introduces Spot The Diff 1.0.0, a brand new spot the difference
game for iOS and Android devices. Spot the Diff takes players on a journey around the
world with four image packs in the first release; New York, London, Water and Attractions.
Within each pack there are 20 levels with six differences to find in each one. The six
differences vary in difficulty and while one level could be completed within a respectable
time frame, other levels are fiendishly challenging.
London, United Kingdom - Spot the Diff is a brand new spot the difference game bought to
you by independent developer, Dazzler Games, well known for the hit game; World of Hidden
Objects. Although an already popular genre, this spot the difference game builds on
Dazzler Games' signature clean and modern interface with a fresh and easy to use design.
Using stunning HD photography to captivate the imagination, Spot the Diff takes players'
on a journey around the world with four image packs in the first release; New York,
London, Water and Attractions. Within each pack there are 20 levels with six differences
to find in each one.
The six differences vary in difficulty and whilst one level could be completed within a
respectable time frame earning one or two stars, other levels are fiendishly challenging,
keeping the player motivated and on a quest to achieve the coveted three stars.
Three stars can only be achieved by completing the level within a short timeframe, having
not used the hint button and with no incorrect guesses. The Holy Grail is to achieve three
stars on all 20 levels in each pack.
Device Requirements:
* iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch
* Requires iOS 7.0 or later
* 57.3 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Spot The Diff 1.0.0 can be enjoyed on all device sizes and is available now as a free
download (with in-app purchase) and available worldwide through the App Store in the Games
category. The free game includes two image packs fully unlocked with further packs
available for $0.99 (USD) each. There is also an Android version available on Google Play
and the Amazon App store.
Dazzler Games:
http://www.dazzlergames.com
Spot The Diff 1.0.0:
https://itunes.apple.com/app/spot-diff-challenging-spot/id994254065
Screenshot 1:
http://a4.mzstatic.com/us/r30/Purple69/v4/1e/68/5b/1e685bc0-7548-a4bfe815-3dbb4f306b49/screen480x480.jpeg
Screenshot 2:
http://a5.mzstatic.com/us/r30/Purple6/v4/2a/41/89/2a4189e1-aa38-785f-5fca-2ef327c7b001/scr
een480x480.jpeg
App Icon:
http://a3.mzstatic.com/us/r30/Purple5/v4/ea/37/2f/ea372ff5-fa23-5867-50c4-67f8db0f5b77/icon1
75x175.jpeg
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Dazzler Games is an independent developer focusing on innovative games for mobile devices.
All Material and Software (C) Copyright 2015 Dazzler Games. All Rights Reserved. Apple,
the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S.
and/or other countries. Other trademarks and registered trademarks may be the property of
their respective owners.
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